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below their standard would not ...ll... Well, that's what they were working

for 25 years ago in that field, arid in a good many other fields. And making

tremendous progress in that direction. And so today we are faced with a

situation, not only where the people are sheep without a shephed, being

led, or wandering with no knowledge of the gospel, with hardly any chance to

hear it, but a situation where people are being led by leaders who are trying

to mold them together into a force to change our whole society ir@)a dic

tatorship in which we would have no chance whatever to preach the gospel.

That is the situation we have tod not merely an American situatthon, but

a worldwide situation. It is a practical situation. Xw;x

Now, xa separation is something which I }Qt1Lx think should be not

only negative, but also px1 positive. I have mentioned that I have known

one or two graduates of this seminary who went out and just made a fetish of

it, and w±ax always preadhed separation, and not had the effectiveness they

should have. I have known others who ha been on the other extreme from

that. I have known men who have gone out convinced that they should be

spparate from unbelief, separate from ungodliness, separat from zt.axc

apostasy, but who have carried this as sort of a weight on their shoulders.

It was something they wouldn't feel right to be in an organization where

modernists were in control They just wouldn't feel right. It would be

wicked. They couldn't do it. But it was a matter they didn't want to speak

about. They didn't want to be ± tied up with people who felt postive1y

on this matter. They did it, but that was it. They 13 I have

known graduates who have had that attitude. Well, I think it is unfortunate

if a person is taught to know enoggh' about separation to be unhappy if he

is unseparated, to feel he has to be separated, but not to know enough'

about it to feel if he sees a vital significance in our religious t life

today, and the vital importance, of giving it the place that it should have

in his life and in his .... l3... You know, I think that if you could draw

a line around those churches, those organizations that are preaching the

gospel, if we could draw a complete wall of separation around them, around
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